Designed to relieve pain and fatigue caused by standing and walking on hard surfaces, ErgoMates™ a mobile anti-fatigue strap on footwear can reduce these negative effects by as much as 50%.

Ideal for:
- Anyone standing or walking for extended periods of time on hard, smooth surfaces
- Any area where anti-fatigue matting already exists
- Any area where anti-fatigue matting is impractical due to size or moving equipment

Suitable for:
Factories, Assembly lines, machine shops, warehouses, retail outlets, cashiers/clerks, laundry facilities, food service areas, postal workers, courier or any situation requiring prolonged standing

Sold as pairs
- #ESD603B XLarge
- #ESD703B Large
- #ESD803B Medium
- #ESD903B Small
- #ESD103B XSmall
ICE MELT
Not to be confused with Salt, Flake or Imitations

Many people continue to believe that they realize significant savings through the use of sand, rock salt or inexpensive ice control products in the winter. In fact, nothing could be further from the truth.

Experienced facility managers know that the true cost of their ice melting products can only be measured once the clean up costs from the slow working products being tracked into their buildings is factored in. Industry experts tell us that every pound of salt, sand or urea tracked into a building costs well in excess of $100 to remove.

They are also aware of their “Slip and Fall” liability as a result of the moisture and mess often tracked into the building or their responsibility when their “economy” ice melter does not perform in excessive temperature.

Season after season the experts continue to use Swish Ice Rid+Plus and more recently the environmental conscious have found Swish Clean-it™ Enviro Melt to be very effective as a Green Pick.

You can be confident when you choose either Swish Ice Rid+Plus or Swish Clean-it™ Enviro Melt that you are using a specially formulated deicer product that has been designed to work hard to eliminate ice, with minimal harm to the environment and your property.

ICE-RID +PLUS
Premium ice melter with extended melting power
• Melts down to -31 °C/-24 °F
• Dust free formulation
• Instant traction
• Instant melting
• Granular formulation
• Long-lasting
• No roll or blow-away pellets
• Aqua colored for high visibility
• Includes measure scoop
• NEW zip lock closure

Clean-it™ enviroMelt
The Greener Choice
• Patented formula melts down to -22 °C/0 °F
• Contains CMA (calcium magnesium acetate) that is gentle to vegetation, plants, concrete, floors, carpeting and leather
• When used as directed it helps reduce the risk of corrosion and surface damage
• No need for gloves, goggles or other special precautions
• Inside it does not leave a trace
• Water soluable for easy clean up

Are you applying too much? A spreader can reduce cost and waste

Handi Spreader
• Covers an area 6’ to 12’ wide
• Three convenient settings
• 6lb. capacity
• Rust and corrosion-proof

Push Pneumatic Spreader
• Adjustable spread pattern
• Easy flow through
• Heavy-duty polyethylene hopper holds up to 120lbs.
• Pneumatic wheels easily push through snow and slush

Remove the white film that some Ice Melt Chemicals leave behind and reduce slip hazards

Winterinse Winter Floor Cleaner
#4040-4
4x3.78L/case
#4040-20
18.9L (not shown)
#9813 Concentrate
2x4.73L (not shown)

Enviro Haze Away Neutral Floor Cleaner
#ES83-4
4x3.78L/case

Clean & Green™ Concentrate #13 Winter Wash Neutral Floor Cleaner
#65328-CG
2x4.73L
#65328-CG2
2x2L

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
Reduce your Maintenance Costs with a two-step Matting System

Scaper
This is the first line of defense against dirt and water in a vestibule or inside a building. This mat should aggressively scrape “big water”, snow and sand from your shoes.

Drier/Scraper, Drier
The last line of defense inside a building. This matting should scrape “small water” from your shoes, trap and hold fine sand.

Did you know.....It can cost more than $600 to remove one pound of dirt after it has been tracked into a building?

Did you know.....Buying matting vs. renting is a lower cost option and can save you a large amount of money?

3M 6050 Nomad
Scraper Matting
- Vinyl loops scrape shoes removing dirt
- Backed to hold dirt for removal by shaking or vacuuming
- Resistant to grease and oil and will not fade in bright sunlight
- Matte finish
- Fully customizable and logo friendly
- Available in stock sizes 3’ x 5’ or 4’ x 6’
- Custom sizes available

** Not Stocked

3M 5000 Nomad
Drier/Scraper Matting
- Patented blend of different sized fibres removes dirt and water
- Crimped fibres resist crushing and trap dirt and water into the mat
- Modern design and colours
- Heavy vinyl backing
- Available in stock sizes 3’ x 5’ or 4’ x 6’
- Custom sizes available

** Not Stock

136 Polynib®
Drier Matting
- Tightly nibbed loop entraps and hides dirt for elegant look
- 1/4" thick for narrow clearance doorways
- Logo friendly
- Available in stock sizes 3’ x 5’, 4’ x 6’ and 3’ x 10’
- Custom sizes available

Grizzly & Recoarse Matting Solutions
Drier/Scraper Matting
High performance, recycled and recyclable. Henderson mats is working to reduce the landfill impact in Canada by offering recycled material and a recycle program.

Grizzly with its combination fibres provides excellent drying & scraping. Recoarse features a patterned textured loop construction to remove soil, moisture and debris and has excellent drying properties.

Both are 100% recyclable and meet CRI (Carpet and Rug Institute) Green Label Plus certification.

345 Rubber Brush™
Scraper Matting
- Tough SBR rubber remains flexible while withstanding extreme cold temperatures
- Thousands of tough, flexible rubber fingers sweep shoes clean, while suction cups underneath help to keep mat from shifting
- Molded beveled edging on all 4 sides creates a retention dam to trap moisture
- 5/8” thick

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
Hand hygiene is a top priority in preventing the spread of the H1N1 Influenza A virus. Alcohol based hand sanitizer is the choice of WHO, CDC, Ministry of Health and the Ontario Ministry of Education.

Use the POWER OF PURELL® to Protect your Personal and Public Space and
PUT PURELL® Where the Germs are

Education • Health Care • Gym • Workplace • Manufacturing • Public

Contact your local Swish Representative or local branch for complete information

H1N1 is a business issue that affects everything from operations to employee absence. Deb InstantFOAM Alcohol Hand Sanitizer helps to prevent the spread of germs and contributes towards a healthier working environment.

InstantFOAM™ Alcohol Hand Sanitizer
906  47 mL Pump Bottle
904  400 mL Bottle with Pump
907 ProLine 1-litre Cartridge

Kills 99.999% of common germs in just 15 seconds

Everything you need to improve Infection Control in the Workplace. For more information contact your Swish Representative or local branch

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
Formulated with the following core principles:

- No synthetic chemicals
- No surfactants
- No volatile ingredients
- All ingredients are listed on the label

Bringing Science to the Art of Cleaning™ PCS (Process Cleaning Solutions) cleaning processes are highly effective at maximizing the removal of organic microbial contamination from environmental surfaces, while minimizing prolonged residual toxic chemical exposures.

PCS is devoted to the process of enhanced cleaning and disinfecting and to preventing the spread of antibiotic resistant bacteria.

Three (3) simple cleaning processes available consisting of:

Process A  Simple easy to follow cleaning process that can be scientifically validated on site to remove organic soil including bacterial contamination to a very low level.

Process B  Reliable, safe method of consistently applying sanitizer or disinfectant/disinfectant cleaners.

Process C  Maximizes soil removal when using a wet wiper method without a pre cleaning step.

Full onsite training is provided and validation of the Process is with ATP monitors. This can be your assurance and give you the confidence needed that:

- Your cleaning process is protecting public health
- Your established cleaning processes are in place
- Attached soils/biofilms needing special deep cleaning are identified

Learn more about this new scientific and simple cleaning process. Contact your Swish representative or local branch.

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
What does this mean?
For over 50 years our business at Swish has been focused on providing Quality Cleaning Products to our customers. For the past several years we have been assembling the pieces of a Green Cleaning Solution. We have in our line up a broad range of green product solutions from the leading manufacturers of cleaning supplies/equipment and those we represent but we still wanted to provide our valued customers more.

We felt we could make it simple by helping them in achieving green status by taking the guesswork out of the green evaluation process. We felt if we could develop a line up of products that were certified by either ECP (Environmental Choice Program (CND) or Green Seal (US) and private brand our offer with the Swish name that is recognized and trusted by our customers this would make it simple and be an assurance to them that the industry standards for green certification had been met in order to become certified.

We are pleased to introduce our Swish Clean & Green™ family of products. At present our green certified product line up consists of a chemical family, a waste liner selection and the latest, a washroom paper product and dispenser solution. Browse the next few pages of product offers and start today to make Swish Clean & Green™ certified products your green choice.

All products within the family:
- Contain water, are naturally derived and readily biodegradable surfactants and solvents
- Contain NO Butyls, NO Phosphates, NO Petroleum Products and NO Dyes
- With the exception of our Laundry and Odour Neutralizer contain NO Fragrances
- Are NON Flammable

PLUS ………..The ECP (Environmental Choice Program) certification is the official environmental standard and certification mark that the products meet stringent environmental standards and have been verified by a third party auditor.

Choose from the following heavy duty concentrated solutions:

#1 Spray & Wipe Cleaner, #2 Glass Cleaner, #3 All Purpose Cleaner, #4 Neutral Floor Cleaner, #7 Disinfectant Cleaner, #9 General Purpose Washroom Cleaner, #11 Heavy Duty Degreaser, #13 Winter Wash Neutral Floor Cleaner

Choose from the following ready to use solutions:

All Purpose Cleaner, Glass & Surface Cleaner, Dish Detergent, Laundry Detergent, Wood & Laminate Floor Cleaner, Heavy Duty Degreaser, Lotion Soap, Foam Soap & Dispenser, Floor Finish, Floor Stripper, Spot & Stain Remover, Extraction Carpet Cleaner, Cream Cleanser, Bathroom/ Kitchen Sanitizer, Odour Neutralizer, Neutral Floor Cleaner, Heavy Duty Spray & Wipe Cleaner, Toilet Bowl Cleaner, Dust Mop Treatment

Swish Clean & Green™ Select Pack

Convenient 6 pack product offer consisting of Glass & Surface Cleaner, All Purpose Cleaner, Wood & Laminate Floor Cleaner, Cream Cleanser, Bathroom/Kitchen Sanitizer & Dish Detergent.

# 65315-CS

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
What makes them green?

- 100% Recycled wastepaper
- Meets or exceeds U.S. EPA Guidelines
- Processed Chlorine Free
- Free of Added Inks, Dyes and Fragrances
- Environmentally Preferable Packaging

PLUS ……….The Green Seal Certification is an assurance that the products meet the Green Seal® environmental standard for paper towels and bathroom tissue making the products among the most environmentally preferable towel and tissue lines available.

Did you know that green peace reports that more than 600,000 tons of Canadian ancient forest are cut down every year to produce products such as bath tissue? That’s an average of 45lbs of forest for every person in Canada!

Swish Clean & Green™ uses only 100% recycled wastepaper in all its products

An Environmental Necessity

Recycling has become an environmental necessity, and that makes Swish Clean & Green™ an environmental necessity, too. It’s a complete line of 100% recycled towel and tissue products designed for the environmentally conscious consumer. All Swish Clean & Green™ products meet or exceed EPA guidelines for post-consumer waste content. Through a perfect blend of pre- and postconsumer wastepaper, Swish Clean & Green™ provides recycled towel and tissue products without sacrificing quality or performance. That’s the Swish advantage.

Going Green

Swish Clean & Green™ products can help you in achieving green status by taking the guesswork out of the green evaluation process. Swish Clean & Green™ and Clean & Green™ Premium products feature the assurance of the Green Seal®, the most stringent and comprehensive certification standard available for towel and tissue products. A complete line of environmentally preferable towel and tissue products are available including roll and folded towels and single and jumbo roll bathroom tissue.

Green Seal™ is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to safeguarding the environment and transforming the marketplace by promoting the manufacture, purchase, and use of environmentally responsible products and services.

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com
EcoLogo (ECP) certification is your assurance that the liners:

- Are less harmful to the environment
- Will provide excellent performance when compared to standards in the same category
- Are the “Best in Class” on attributes such as energy use, amount of recycled material, post consumer waste retrieved and re-used
- Excellent puncture and tear strength
- Diamond pattern texture makes opening easier
- Coreless roll for easy storage and convenience of dispensing

We stock a wide range of sizes and strengths for every need:

#E2022B • 20 x 22 • Regular • Black • 500
#E2022W • 20 x 22 • Regular • White • 500
#E2422C • 24 x 22 • Regular • Clear • 500
#E2422W • 24 x 22 • Regular White • 500
#E2636B • 26 x 36 • Strong • Black • 200
#E2636BX • 26 x 36 • X Strong • Black • 200
#E3038BR • 30 x 38 • Regular • Black • 250
#E3038BCS • 30 x 38 • Strong • Clear • 200
#E3038BXS • 30 x 38 • X Strong • Black • 200
#E3550B • 35 x 50 • Strong • Black • 200
#E3550BXS • 35 x 50 • X Strong • Black • 200
#E3550CS • 35 x 50 • Strong • Clear • 200
#E3550CXS • 35 x 50 • X Strong • Clear • 150
#E4248B • 42 x 48 • Regular • Black • 200
#E4248BXS • 42 x 48 • X Strong • Black • 150
#E4248CS • 42 x 48 • Strong • Clear • 200
#E4248CXS • 42 x 48 • X Strong • Clear • 150

The Code 315 recycling system from Frost Products.

- Safe: wall mounting does not block fire exits in emergencies
- Flexible: multiple mounting design accommodates your specific needs
- Quality: all steel construction provides durability and fire protection
- Ergonomic: front loading door for easy removal of contents

Conveniently Located Where You Need Us:

**CANADA LOCATIONS:**
- Peterborough, ON • 1-800-461-7695
- Whitby, ON • 1-800-267-2232
- Kingston, ON • 1-800-267-5210
- Toronto (Oakville), ON • 1-800-461-5478
- London, ON • 1-800-265-4116
- Dartmouth, NS • 1-800-717-9474
- Winnipeg, MB • 1-800-262-8833
- Timmins, ON • 1-800-461-9823
- Sault Ste. Marie, ON • 1-800-461-7695
- Thunder Bay, ON • 1-807-344-6666

**USA LOCATIONS:**
- Barre, VT • 1-800-322-4222
- Burlington, VT • 1-800-649-4149
- Marcy, NY • 1-888-845-3469
- Holden, ME • 1-800-498-8787

For more information visit us at: www.swishclean.com

At Swish & Clean we strive for accuracy of product descriptions, however in the event that any information shown may be subject to error, we extend our apologies.